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Abstract
A prompting protocol permits users to securely retrieve secrets with greater entropy than
passwords. The retrieved user secrets can have enough entropy to be used to derive cryptographic
keys.
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Introduction

Users are generally treated as the weakest link in the information security chain. One of users’ main
contribution to security is low-entropy passwords. Users’ long-term keys, if any, are generally stored
in a device, encrypted with passwords. The entropy of a user’s password, say 20 bits, represents the
relative cost for an adversary to extract the key from its password-encrypted form, which would be
approximately 220 password-decryptions in this example. Access to the stored password-encrypted
user key should therefore be limited.
Passwords may provide adequate security in many applications. However, the low-entropy
nature of passwords is not intrinsic to human nature, but rather to the computer user interface.
Human memory, including memory of individual secrets, has a capacity far greater than what is
needed for a secure cryptographic key. Unfortunately, keyboard entry of passwords (or passphrases)
has relative low entropy input rate per character stroke, and as the number of character strokes
increases, so does user inconvenience and chance of user error. With proper prompting however,
the entropy rate input per character stroke (or mouse click) can be considerably increased. This
may be useful in certain applications.
A prompting protocol described in this paper provides a secure and reliable method for users to
input high-entropy secrets. Its name, passmaze, is derived from passphrase and indicates the fact
that the user must navigate a maze of challenges and responses. Many systems have been proposed
to mitigate the various deficiencies of using passwords (see references section). The passmaze
protocol aims to do so by replacing or supplementing passwords with something potentially more
secure.
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The Passmaze Protocol

This section describes the protocol. First, the user interface is described. Second, the underlying
cryptographic operations are described.
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2.1

User Interface

An example of a user interface to the passmaze protocol is shown in Figure 1. A render function,
computed by the client device, converts cryptographic value, computed by the client and server,
into a prompt rj−1 . The example interface renders the prompt rj−1 as a list of English words from
a fixed dictionary. The user input is a choice cj of one word from the prompt rj−1 . The client
device converts the user input into a cryptographic value, which is then used to compute the next
prompt rj .
User

Client
rj−1 =
Right
Subepidermis
Frenchify
Preorganize

Exertion
Tieck
Commented
Fantastic

Unlock
Southwark
Biocatalyst
Mechanician

Hidrotic
Antiphonal
Nondurable
Subtitle

rj−1

cj =
Hidrotic

←−−−−
cj

−−−−→

rj =
Talca
Schooled
Hypochlorite
Autotoxaemia

Wan
Gossiping
Renography
Perdurable

Donga
Digamma
Parthenogenetic
Unimaginable

Downweight
Crunchy
Photokinesis
Guerilla

Figure 1: Prompt, Choice and Next Prompt in a User Interface
Other user interfaces are possible in the passmaze protocol:
• Other languages than English.
• Proper names, instead of dictionary words.
• Nonsense words, instead of dictionary words.
• Photographic images from a database, instead of words in the list.
• Client-generated abstract images, instead of words in the list.
• Larger (generated or from a database) images, instead of lists of images, where the user
chooses a portion of the image.
• Larger (generated or from a database) images, instead of lists of images, where the user types
some short string associated with the string.
• Animated images, such as a maze, that the user navigates in a game-like fashion.
Users can be given the option to customize the interface, without altering the underlying cryptographic protocol. Customized interfaces may enhance resistance to over-the-shoulder attacks,
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where the adversary is a person who gets to see parts of the prompt, because the customized interface would be less familiar to the adversary and so less likely to be remembered. User interfaces
may optionally provide a back feature that undoes the previous choice so that authorized users can
correct occasional accidental mistakes.
For security, the user interface should have certain characteristics. User inputs must be convertible into precise cryptographic values that determine the user secret. Values of user’s secret
should be assigned with enough entropy. (It is preferable to customize the interface rather than
the secret values.) The user interface should not be accessible to adversaries. Each choice of the
user contributes some entropy to the total secret. The entropy of the total secret is the sum of the
entropy of each choice. The example user interface in Figure 1 has 4 bits of entropy per user input,
so would provide 80 bits of entropy if 20 rounds of user input were used.

2.2

Cryptographic Operations

The underlying cryptographic operations of the passmaze protocol can be instantiated with a
variety of different cryptographic algorithms. A single round of the protocol, using a client-server
network model and an algorithm instantiation with hash functions and elliptic curve cryptography,
is illustrated in Figure 2.
User
Select cj

Recognize rj

cj

−−−−→

rj

←−−−−

Client
Cj = Parse(cj )
Hj = Hash(C1 kC2 k . . . kCj )
Gj = Point(Hj )
Random kj
Pj = kj Gj
Rj = kj−1 Qj = dj Gj
rj = Render(Rj )

Server

Pj

−−−−→
Qj
←−−−−

Qj = dj Pj

Figure 2: Round j of the protocol
Note that rj is a deterministic function of c1 , . . . , cj . The random value kj serves mainly to
blind communciation between the client and server, so that neither server learns the user selection
nor any adversaries intervening between the client and server. Secrecy of dj mainly helps protects
the user from adversaries using an unauthorized client to capture the user selections.
The user must effectively navigate a (deterministic) tree, starting from the root, and ending at
a leaf, as illustrated in Figure 3. There are many such paths, and suitably chosen cryptographic
functions applied to the path help protect from partial exposures.
After the final round, the client derives the retrieved key from all the user selections. Neither
the client nor the server stores any permanent records of any of the individual user choices cj and
client responses rj . The only permanent record of the choices cj must be derived in some way from
the final retrieved key.
The client does not know whether any user selection cj is correct or not, so does not provide
any explicit feedback on the correctness of each cj to the user. The client responds to every choice
as if correct, so computes the next prompt rj as a function of cj , for whatever value of cj the user
entered, whether correct or not.
The authorized user may be able to detect if her choice cj was correct by observing rj . The
prompt rj , if correct, should contain her next choice cj+1 . If she does not see her next choice cj+1
if rj , then she will conclude that either she accidentally misentered the wrong choice for cj or that
something is amiss in that the client and server are failing to operate correctly. If the user notices
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Figure 3: Navigation of the tree
the problem frequently, then she should temporarily cease using the protocol and seek help from a
system administrator because of the possibility of an attack.
The adversary as an unauthorized user, however, will not be able to tell whether response rj
is valid, because he does not know cj+1 . He has no way to confirm his guess at cj . This explains
why it is crucial for the client not to reveal the correctness of individual values cj to the user,
because if it did, then the adversary could guess values of cj until the correct one is confirmed.
The client should force the user to make all choices c1 , c2 , . . . , cn before getting any feedback about
correctness. A result is correct only if all the cj are correct.
Because the client blinds its communication with the server, the user can remain anonymous during the key retrieval process. Anonymity has certain advantages and disadvantages. If anonymity
is not desired, then the client can reveal the identity of the user to the server. Furthermore, the
server may be able to customize its responses to individual users, which may enhance the security
somewhat. Another blinding mechanism and server secret function pair is based on the RSA and
its variants. See [19] for details.
The server acts as a raw ECDH oracle, which has some potential security risks [9]. This risk
can be avoided by using specially chosen groups, or by the client being implemented as a trusted
module that the server can authenticate.
Although the retrieved key can be use for any purpose, probably the most versatile use of the
retrieved key is to protect other user keys. The retrieved key can then protect an arbitrary amount
of user keying material.
The server and the client can be embedded on the same device. In this approach, the server
could be specific to the user, so that the server private key is unique to the user. Then, other
devices cannot impersonate the user’s device in order to steal the user’s secret. This mechanism
has considerable security benefit.
The client can include decoys in the prompt. The decoys are random options that are not
deterministic functions of the user’s previous selections. The decoys serve mainly to prevent overthe-shoulder attacks in which an adversary sees just one option per round. Even if these options
are not the user selections, the adversary can test all the choices for cj to see if rj has an observed
option. The number of log-on attempts adversary would need in this case is about the number of
rounds times half the number of options per round. Each observation that is a decoy, however,
costs such an adversary somewhat. If the j th seen option is a decoy, then the adversary has to
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guess both cj and cj+1 to see if the (j + 1)st option appears in rj+1 .
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Analysis

This section presents some preliminary usability and security analysis of the protocol.

3.1

Usability

Preliminary experiments have shown that sixteen randomly assigned challenges rounds of sixteen
choices of random words can be successfully recognized, even with delays of a few months between
attempts. Longer periods tend to result in an inability to recognize to identify the correct challenges
from the previous responses.
In a Java prototype of the system, the client and server were merged and the responses calculate by inclusion of a secret in the SHA-256 evaluation. The user’s first challenge consisted of
a conventional user identity dbrown and password (not displayed) certicom, which was not randomly assigned. The dictionary of words used was 216 words extracted from a commonly available
freeware spell-checker.
The prototype included, for testing purposes, back and forward buttons to give the test-user
a chance to try to challenges until they got a response they recognized. Responses were generally
recognized mainly by the presence of absence of the next challenge word, but also somewhat by the
presence of other words. Familiarity with the other words in the response could gradually erode
the user’s ability to select the next challenge, as all words sparked recognition to similar degrees.
A mechanism for emphasizing recognition of the user’s challenge values was not incorporated in
the prototype but might be helpful in an actual system, provided it does not compromise security.
The prototype did not incorporate decoys or randomized presentations, so the usability of these
features is not yet established.
Figure 4 provides a screenshot of the test prototype implemented in Java. For testing purposes
various information is displayed that would not necessarily be secure for display on the client.
Passmaze Protocol Prototype
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Figure 4: Look and feel of the passmaze protocol
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3.2

Security

This sections gives very preliminary security analysis.
3.2.1

Security Against Off-Line Attacks

If strong entropy is enforced, (that is, the user challenges are assigned not user-selected), the server
key is not useful for launching an off-line dictionary attack against the user. Once a user’s secret is
assigned with sufficient entropy, only on-line interactions with the user can feasibly capture the user
secret. Conventional passwords generally do not enjoy such a property, unless they are combined
with deliberately slow cryptographic functions. When deliberately slow functions are used, they
must run in some amount of time convenient for the user, say a second, on some particular device.
The entropy of the user’s secret, whether a conventional password or a passmaze secret, represents
the number of seconds, on a device of the similar power to the user’s that an adversary would
need to exhaustively extract the user’s secret, given a value derived from the user’s secret and any
other secrets associate with the derived value (such as the server key). Presumably the adversary
may use more powerful device than the user, and the may also use several devices in parallel. If a
conventional password has about 30 bits of entropy and the adversary has access to one thousand
times the computing power of the user, then the adversary may be able to recover the user’s secret
in about 10 days, thus an off-line attack may be feasible in this case, even when deliberately slow
functions are used. A passmze secret with 64 bits of entropy combined with a secure slow function to
derive a key, may be infeasible for the same adversary to exhaustively search. Under an accelerated
version of Moore’s law where computing power doubling every year, each extra bit of entropy in the
user secret, adds a year to its lifetime against off-line attacks. A very crude estimate is that, when
combined with secure deliberate slow key derivation function, a 64 bit passmaze secret is secure
against off-line attacks for about 30 years.
3.2.2

Security Against On-Line Attacks

A rogue client that has live access to a legitimate client can obviously obtain a user’s secret path,
just be emulating the true client’s prompts. Of course, conventional passwords are vulnerable to
this kind of attack. To guard against this, countermeasures can be taken to ensure user presence, so
that true clients cannot be abused in this manner. If access is not live, so that the rogue client can
obtain correct prompts at some later stage, which is more difficult to prevent, then the adversary
can obtain the user secret in n interactions with the user, where n is the number of rounds of
the protocol. The adversary obtains the first prompt from the true client, which the false client
present to the user to capture the first user selection. Then the false client garbles or terminates the
session, meanwhile obtaining the next prompt from the true client for the next sesssion. At the next
session, the false client displays the second correct prompt and obtains the user’s next selection.
This continues with a session for each round. Users subjected to such an attack may notice the
failed sessions, and should be advised to report failed sessions to an administrator because of the
possibility of an attack.
Note that the passmaze and conventional password protocols fit into a general user interface
framework for prompted user retrieval of secret entropy. For passwords, the prompt is essentially
trivial: a keyboard, some fixed displayed text requesting a password to be entered, and possibly
some asterisks displayed for each character typed. The prompt does not change signficantly as
the user enters each key stroke, and therefore does not substantially assist the user to retrieve as
much entropy as the passmaze prompts do. Indeed, the passmaze protocol could be rendered in a
such way that the prompts at each round are completely static, without varying depending on the
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previous user selections. This degenerate form of the passmaze protocol may potentially provide
the user access to as much secret entropy, but would have less resistance to the attack above in
which the adversary presents the user with a false client, because the adversary needs just one
interaction with the true client to obtain the static prompts for all rounds.
If each round has b choices (each node of the tree has b branches) and the protocol has h rounds
(the tree has height h), then the number of user secrets is bh . Setting b ≈ h roughly minimizes the
number of rounds and choices for a given amount of secret entropy. Usability diminishes as b and
h get larger, although probably tolerance to large b appears higher. Security against false clients
improves with larger h.
Denial-of-service attacks on the server are a serious concern, because the server applies its secret
function to any message it receives. An attacker could bombard the server with numerous messages,
forcing the server to calculate its secret function repeatedly. One method to partly mitigate these
attacks is to require the client to perform a slow calculation that the server can verify quickly, such
as solving the discrete logarithm problem in a small group, or factoring a small integer.
Another risk of the protocol is that user makes the challenge selection by rote, without examining
the responses. In this case, the user will not authenticate the responses, which could be risky. The
user will not be sure the correct key will be retrieved. In addition, if an over-the-shoulder attack
or keyboard-bug attack is being launched the pattern of the user’s selections may be learnt. To
mitigate these two risks, the client can randomized the presentation of the responses and challenges.
Thus, although the user’s challenges are identical, they must be entered in a different way each
time.

3.3

Formal Security Analyses

A formal security analysis for the passmaze protocol may be provided later. The first step to a
formal security analysis is a formal security definition. The passmaze protocol does not appear to
belong to a class of protocols that has an accepted formal security definition (such as signature
schemes), therefore a reasonable security definition must be established. Although it is possible
to postulate here a formal definition, it may be prudent to first subject the scheme to creative
cryptanalysis, for otherwise a formal definition risks being too narrow.
A second difficulty anticipated with providing a formal security analysis of the protocol is the
human element. Therefore, it is likely that the underlying cryptographic operations of the passmaze
protocol, rather than the user interface that will be best suited to the formal security analysis. The
user interface can also be analyzed, but probably not as formally.
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Conclusion

The main advantages of the passmaze protocol over conventional password-only protocols are that
users are:
1. Able to remember cryptographically strong secrets.
2. Immune to off-line dictionary searches, even from trusted authorities.
3. Able to retrieve a stable signature or decryption key.
4. Not prone to accidentally revealing secrets into existing insecure password systems.
5. Able to directly authenticate server, not just through a certificate installed in the client.
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6. Able to be anonymous.
7. Able to customize representation of challenges and responses.
8. Less likely to forget secrets after long periods without use.
This set of security advantages may fit some security application niche in which passwords do not
provide adequate security.
As with passwords, the passmaze protocol can be combined with other user authentication
technologies, such as cryptographic tokens and biometrics. Systems that require high security user
authentication and authorization may benefit by combining the passmaze protocol with tokens and
biometrics.
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